Integration & Cloud Solutions
The core focus of Sierra-Cedar’s Integration & Cloud Solutions (ICS) practice is to build long-term customer
relationships and deliver innovative and robust solutions with clear business value. While our implementation
team is one of the strongest in the market, we recommend that our clients first leverage our expertise in planning
and strategy to align current needs with an overall plan that will help achieve short-, medium-, and long-term
success. Technology is constantly evolving, and Sierra-Cedar wants to partner with your organization to help get
the most value possible from your Enterprise Integration and Cloud strategies.
Sierra-Cedar’s ICS group has been recognized by vendors for exceptional ability to drive business value through
innovative solutions. We are certified partners with Oracle and MuleSoft for integration and Salesforce.com
for Salesforce implementations and custom Cloud solutions using the Salesforce1 Platform. Our most prized
recognition, however, comes from our customers as references and repeat business.
Sierra-Cedar’s ICS practice has over 20 years of success implementing packaged applications such as Oracle
E-Business Suite, PeopleSoft, and Workday. Our application and business process professionals have the unique
advantage of experience in aligning best-of-breed applications with best-of-breed integration and complementary
Cloud solutions using the Salesforce1 Platform. A list of our various service offerings is below.
Integration
& ServiceOriented
Architecture

Sierra-Cedar can help your organization improve agility and stability, reduce time to market on
IT projects, standardize integration and process automation, enhance visibility, and establish
a foundation for Mobile, Social, and Cloud-based endeavors by planning, designing, and
implementing a Service-Oriented Architecture. Whether you currently have no integration in place
and need a strategy and roadmap, have a solution but need a health check to address concerns, or
want to expand your integration strategy into the Cloud, Sierra-Cedar can help. All solutions start
with core enterprise integration best practices, and Sierra-Cedar specializes in Oracle, MuleSoft,
and Boomi integration solutions for implementation of the solutions.

Salesforce.com Sierra-Cedar offers advanced consulting services for Salesforce.com and utilizing the Salesforce1
and Salesforce1 Platform to implement Cloud-based solutions for our customers. We offer unique and targeted
solutions that have proven to be very beneficial in the Higher Education markets where Salesforce.
Platform
com can h;elp effectively engage prospects, recruits, students, alumni, and donors to boost
retention, promote giving, and improve collaboration. In addition, the Salesforce1 Platform is a
powerful tool Sierra-Cedar uses to implement custom Web applications
Mobile and Web Sierra-Cedar delivers robust Web, mobile, front-end, and back-end custom development services
utilizing open and core Java frameworks as well as Cloud-based development environments
Application
such as the Salesforce1 Platform and Oracle Public Cloud. This range of custom development
Development
capabilities and expertise allows Sierra-Cedar to help organizations select the right delivery
approach for custom development efforts while maximizing business value.
Infrastructure
Planning and
Maintenance

Infrastructure Specialists ensure a solid foundation for reliability, performance, scalability, high
availability, and manageability of all Sierra-Cedar solution implementations. These experts draw
from years of experience managing small, medium, and large-scale business applications including
assistance with software installation and configuration, operational best practices and support, and
strategic infrastructure planning including high availability and disaster recovery. Specific expertise
Is available in Oracle Fusion Middleware and Enterprise Manager as well as MuleSoft on premise
and hybrid architecture planning.
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Sierra-Cedar delivers industry-focused client success by providing consulting, technology, and managed services
for the deployment, management, and optimization of next-generation applications and technology.
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